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Abstract: The Trans-European Replacement Reserve Exchange (TERRE) project is the European
implementation project for exchanging Balancing Energy (BE) from Replacement Reserves (RR).
Its main objective is to operate a common European platform that gathers all RR Balancing Energy
Orders (BEOs) from Transmission System Operators’ (TSOs) local BE markets into a Common Merit
Order List (CMOL). It provides an optimized allocation of RR, covering all TSOs’ RR BE needs,
by executing the Activation Optimization Function (AOF). In this paper, the mathematical formulation
of the AOF is presented, which explicitly incorporates all standard products and constraints that are
provisioned in the approved implementation framework. The clearing problem is formulated as a
Mixed Integer Linear Programming model and solved within an iterative algorithm for the handling
of Paradoxically Accepted Orders (PAOs). The modeling framework allows the coordination of two
distinct market setups, i.e., the self-dispatch and central dispatch. To this end, a BEO conversion
pre-process is executed for markets applying the central-dispatch setup, in order to attain the BE
quantities for inclusion in the CMOL. The proposed model is evaluated using a test case including six
countries that participate in the TERRE project (Portugal, Spain, France, Great Britain, Switzerland,
Italy) as well as Greece.

Keywords: balancing market integration; cross-border balancing energy exchange; trans-European
replacement reserves exchange; LIBRA platform; common merit order list; activation optimization
function; balancing energy orders

1. Introduction

General Framework on Electricity Balancing

The integration (coupling) of European national electricity markets at all market timeframes
(day-ahead, intra-day and balancing) constitutes the ultimate goal of the European Commission towards
creating the “Internal Energy Market” (IEM) [1]. The core consequence of this newly-established market
regime is that electricity demand is met securely at the European level by the most economic resources
(generating units, demand response, energy storage systems), resulting in an increase of the overall
social welfare. To be more precise, while the harmonization of wholesale prices across Europe would
increase prices for some and decrease prices for others, the ability to access the cheapest resources
would increase social welfare through an overall convergence in energy prices. Estimates [2,3] suggest
that the potential increase in social welfare could be in the range of €16 billion to €43 billion on an
annual basis by 2030. So far, a significant progress concerning the level of market integration has been
achieved at the day-ahead and intra-day timeframes with the establishment of the pan-European single
day-ahead coupling and single intra-day coupling, respectively [4]. On the other hand, the process of
integrating the national balancing energy markets is at a primary stage of design and implementation,
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but major milestones have been reached towards this direction [5]. The delay in the implementation
can be attributed to the underlying variations in the operation of the existing national balancing
energy markets, acting as an important obstacle against the integration of the electricity markets as
a whole [6–9]. Apparently, the successful completion of this final step of market harmonization is
deemed necessary for the fulfilment of European Commission’s ambitions.

From a regulatory point of view, the integration and the functioning of balancing energy markets
in Europe is technically and operationally governed by the provisions and the detailed rules laid
down in the “Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/2195 of 23 November 2017 establishing a guideline on
electricity balancing (EBGL)” [10]. In particular, EBGL provides a solid framework of the European
balancing energy market target model, explains the main concepts and processes related to balancing
energy markets, and defines the relevant tasks and timelines for the development of the respective
European platforms to be used for the exchange of balancing energy products.

To comply with the objectives and the requirements of the aforementioned regulation, several
cooperation pilot projects have been initiated across Europe. First, the Frequency Containment Reserves
(FCR) cooperation project [11] is a regional project involving ten Transmission System Operators (TSOs)
from seven countries (Austria (APG), Belgium (Elia), Switzerland (Swissgrid), Germany (50Hertz,
Amprion, TenneT DE, TransnetBW), Western Denmark (Energinet), France (RTE), and the Netherlands
(TenneT NL)). This project is based on a TSO–TSO settlement model (a model for the exchange of
balancing services where the BSP provides balancing services to its connecting TSO, which then
provides these services to the requesting TSO), and the FCR is procured through a Common Merit
Order List (CMOL; auctions) where all TSOs forward the Balancing Energy Orders (BEOs) they receive
from the Balancing Service Providers (BSPs) within their respective areas of responsibility.

Second, the International Grid Control Cooperation (IGCC) project [12] is a project targeting to
increase the efficiency of balancing on a European level by performing imbalance netting of automatic
Frequency Restoration Reserves (aFRR) between the TSOs of Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Czech Republic, Belgium, Austria, France, Croatia, and Slovenia. In principle, IGCC is
intended to automatically compensate for any imbalances in opposite directions experienced by TSOs,
enabling them to avoid simultaneous activations of aFRR in opposite directions.

Third, the Platform for the International Coordination of Automated Frequency Restoration and
Stable System Operation (PICASSO) project [13] is considered as the starting point for designing,
implementing and operating a platform for aFRR. Similar to the FCR project, the procurement of aFRR
is carried out through a CMOL and the respective settlement of the activated BEOs is based on the
TSO–TSO model.

Fourth, the project named Manually Activated Reserves Initiative (MARI) [14] has been endorsed
as a reference project to set up a common European platform for the exchange of Balancing Energy
(BE) from manually-activated Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR). Currently, 28 TSOs are active
members to this project. At a high level, the rationale is the following [15]: (1) the BSPs communicate
their mFRR BEOs to their related TSO; (2) the TSOs provide the BEOs, the Cross Zonal Capacities
(CZCs), and their mFRR balancing needs to the MARI platform; (3) finally, an optimization algorithm
clears the auction, sets the clearing prices and provides the activated BEOs and used CZCs.

Last, the Trans European Replacement Reserves Exchange (TERRE) project [16] is the European
implementation project for exchanging BE from RR. The main objective of the TERRE project is to
establish and operate a common European platform capable of gathering all the RR BEOs from TSOs’
local balancing energy markets and of providing an optimized allocation of RR, covering all TSOs’ RR
BE needs. The mechanism for settling the activated BE by TERRE is again the TSO–TSO model [17].
So far, the TSOs which are active partners to the TERRE project are: National Grid (Great Britain),
Swissgrid (Switzerland), REE (Spain), REN (Portugal), TERNA (Italy), RTE (France), CEPS (Czech
Republic), and PSE (Poland) [16].

Currently, all these platforms are being developed under the specifications provisioned in the
respective implementation frameworks that have been proposed by the TSOs and approved by the
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National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs). The main challenges surrounding such development are (1)
widening their geographical scope to enable the participation of all European TSOs and (2) aligning
the underlying rules and procedures with the requirements and provisions of the EBGL [18,19].

This paper focuses on the explicit modeling (problem formulation) of the Activation Optimization
Function (clearing model) of the TERRE project central platform (called “LIBRA” platform) to be used
for the clearing of the respective RR auctions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, so far, there is no
published work in the literature presenting such explicit modeling. Given that, this paper attempts to
provide such modelling framework for the first time (main contribution), simulating appropriately all
functionalities described in the official documents containing the theoretical background. However,
the authors are not in a position to verify if it is an exact replication of the official algorithm in terms of
problem constraints since the latter are not publicly available. In contrast to this gap for the LIBRA
platform, there is extensive literature for the modeling of the European day-ahead market clearing
model (Euphemia) [20–22]. On the other hand, in a more general framework, various studies have
been carried out analyzing and highlighting the potential benefits of the cross-border balancing in
the European region. In particular [23] examines the benefits for the Italian power system when
balancing services are being exchanged with Austria and Slovenia, and [24] assesses the economic
gains of the respective Portuguese system when sharing RR with Spain and France. In the same
vein, [25,26] investigate the balancing market integration in Northern European countries emphasizing
the exchange of FRR, while [27] focuses on the cross-border exchanges of FCR and FRR. Finally, [28]
presents the legal framework and the general process for the design of the common mFRR clearing
platform, and [29] considers coupled balancing markets at European level without incorporating all
format of bids and differentiating the reserve types.

In addition to these studies, the participating TSOs have already proceeded to the appropriate
modifications of their balancing rules to coordinate with the requirements of TERRE [30,31]. Specifically,
since 6 January 2020 the TSOs participating in TERRE project have launched the TERRE platform
which serves as the starting point for the integration of the balancing energy markets [32]. At the
moment, only the Czech TSO has been connected to the platform, while go-lives for the other TSOs
have been scheduled [32].

With regards to Article 19 of the EBGL, in June 2018, European TSOs performing the RR process
have submitted a proposal [33] for the implementation framework for the exchange of BE from RR to
NRAs for approval, which contains the high-level design of the LIBRA platform, the definition of rules
and functions for its governance and operation, and the roadmap towards its implementation. Thus,
this proposal and its accompanying explanatory document constitute the basis for our work.

The contributions of this work with respect to the literature concerns the explicit modeling of the
LIBRA platform clearing module (Activation Optimization Function) including all its specific features,
namely:

(a) the inclusion of all formats of BEOs provisioned in the implementation framework of TERRE
project and the analytical mathematical representation of their clearing conditions;

(b) the combination of self-dispatch and central dispatch systems; for the latter, a local pre-process
takes place before the TERRE clearing process for the conversion of BEOs to standard products as
required by EBGL;

(c) the implementation of imbalance netting;
(d) the incorporation of counter-activations;
(e) the consideration of both elastic and inelastic orders submitted by the participating TSOs so as to

cover their needs, along with a tolerance band for facilitating the clearing process in the presence
of large indivisible blocks; and

(f) the inclusion of ramping constraints for the central dispatch bidding zones in the overall regional
clearing model for technical feasibility purposes.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the conceptual framework
of the RR procurement process, whereas Section 3 analyzes the format of all eligible BEOs in the LIBRA
platform. Section 4 provides the detailed mathematical formulation for the clearing of the cross-zonal
RR BE procurement. Section 5 elaborates on the test case and the respective results for the selected
countries participating in the TERRE project (except from Poland and Czech Republic, which do not
have common borders with the other countries participating in the TERRE project). Finally, the main
conclusions of the conducted research are drawn in Section 6.

2. Main Balancing Arrangements Setups and RR Balancing Process

The high-level design of the LIBRA platform is schematically represented in Figure 1. There are
three types of balancing market setups in terms of scheduling and dispatch arrangements (Figure 1
provides an illustrative example of these three arrangements with their specific features):

(a) Bidding Zone A expresses the 1st setup, with self-scheduling at the day-ahead stage, issuance of
portfolio-based dispatch instructions by the TSO to the BSPs and self-dispatch on an entity basis.
Specifically, in this setup, the BSPs take day-ahead and/or intra-day commitment decisions for
their Balance Service Entities (BSEs), namely generating units and/or demand response resources
and/or energy storage resources. In real time, they acquire portfolio-based dispatch instructions
by the TSO and freely allocate these instructions to their BSEs (self-scheduling), namely they
determine the desired dispatch position of each BSE they operate based on their own economic
criteria and taking into account BSEs’ technical constraints in conjunction with the demand
elements they are balancing with. Typical examples of this setup are Switzerland, Germany,
and the Netherlands, as shown in Figure 2.

(b) Bidding Zone B expresses the 2nd setup, with self-scheduling at the day-ahead stage, participation
in the real-time balancing energy market per BSE (e.g., generating unit) and central-dispatch on
an entity basis (not on a portfolio basis). A typical example of this setup are France and Belgium
(see Figure 2).

(c) Bidding Zone C expresses the 3rd setup, with central (TSO-oriented) scheduling at the day-ahead
stage and central (TSO-oriented) dispatch in real time on an entity basis. In this setup, the TSO
considers all BSEs and the needs of the system overall to determine an efficient operational
schedule (central scheduling) at the day-ahead and intra-day stage and issue optimal dispatch
instructions in real time (central dispatch) directly to the BSEs. Typical examples of this setup are
Italy and Greece (see Figure 2).

Taking these fundamentals into consideration, in order to participate in a coupled RR balancing
energy market, BSPs from these three setups submit standard BEOs to their respective TSOs (process 1
in Figure 1). The standard formats of BEOs that can be submitted and processed by the LIBRA platform
are [17]: (a) fully divisible orders (single quantity-price pair for one Real-Time Unit (RTU)) or divisible
orders (similar, with a minimum quantity to be cleared) or indivisible orders (similar, with additional
all-or-nothing condition); (b) linked orders in time (price-quantity pairs for successive RTUs; a same
acceptance ratio “α” of the offered quantity for each linked RTU is imposed); (c) exclusive orders in
volume or in time (only one of several alternative orders of a BSP in the volume or time domain is
accepted); and (d) multi-part orders (stepwise orders with variable prices for variable quantities for an
indicated delivery period; it allows BSPs to internally model their fixed, e.g., startup costs). The specific
features of each order type are analytically described in Section 3 below.
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After the BEO submission gate closure time, the TSOs anonymize and forward the submitted
BEOs to the LIBRA platform (process 2 in Figure 1). In pursuant to Article 27 of EBGL, the TSOs
applying the central scheduling and the central dispatch setup must convert the submitted BEOs
(by the BSPs) into standard products before forwarding them to the LIBRA Platform. Here, we assume
that BSPs of Bidding Zone C submit upward and downward BEOs to the TSO, and the TSO converts
them into multi-part fully divisible orders. Such conversion process is deemed necessary in order
to attain technically feasible dispatch instructions for the participating BSEs. Essentially, the TSO of
the central-dispatch system must submit the BEOs per separate BSE, in the same format as they were
initially submitted by the BSP (i.e., multi-part fully divisible orders), while also considering:

(a) the BSEs’ technical limitations (e.g., the technical minimum, the ramp up/down rates, etc., of
generating units) and

(b) the already allocated upward and downward reserve quantities to the BSEs for FCR, aFRR, and
mFRR at the formerly-executed Integrated Scheduling Process (ISP) [35]; these reserves must be
available for possible activation after the RR clearing process and closer to real time (e.g., mFRR
BE clearing, AGC operation, instant events).

The methodological framework and mathematical description of such conversion pre-process
has been proposed in [36] and is adopted herein for the central dispatch systems. It comprises the
following distinct steps:

(a) a local RR Quantity Maximization Process, where the maximum quantity of upward and
downward RR BE offered by each BSE is defined by the TSO subject to detailed unit technical
limitations;

(b) a local Mandatory Activation Process, driven by binding resource operating constraints of step
(a); and

(c) a local Conversion Process, during which the initially submitted BEOs are converted into RR
standard products.

These converted BEOs are then forwarded by the respective TSO to the LIBRA platform to be
included in the clearing process.

Regarding the BSPs of Bidding Zone B, we assume that they are responsible for converting their
BEOs into all available order types (not only into multi-part orders, as in the case of Bidding Zone
C) before sending them (per BSE) to their TSO. As far as the BSPs of Bidding Zone A are concerned,
these are also responsible for submitting their BEOs in the form of standard products, however, on a
portfolio basis (not per BSE).

Together with the BEOs, the TSOs also send to the platform their imbalance needs and the
available CZC remaining after the latest intra-day market session (process 2 in Figure 1). The TSOs can
submit inelastic (non-priced) and/or elastic (priced) orders, expressing in such way their willingness
to purchase or sell BE to cover their imbalance needs. Additionally, TSOs may submit a tolerance
band, their interconnection controllability constraints, the loss factors of DC interconnections, and
other related data. All this data is then inserted into the platform, which executes the AOF optimizing
the clearing of all TSOs’ imbalance needs against the BSPs’ submitted BEOs, using a single CMOL
(process 3 in Figure 1). It is noted that the CMOL comprises two curves: a) the buying curve consisting
of the positive imbalance needs (upward TSO needs/system shortage) and the downward BEOs and b)
the selling curve including the negative imbalance needs (downward TSO needs/system surplus) and
the upward BEOs. Figure 3 illustrates a characteristic example of these curves comprising both BSP and
TSO BEOs of three bidding zones. The intersection of these two curves provides the Marginal Clearing
Price (MCP) which is used for the TSO–TSO settlement process. In general, the core objective of the
AOF is to maximize the social welfare (green colored area in Figure 3) of the involved parties which is
defined as the area between the buying curve and the selling curve. It is important to mention that the
social welfare indicated in Figure 3 corresponds to the case when no congestion occurs (adequate CZC)
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on the lines connecting the involved bidding zones. Instead, in cases with congested lines (inadequate
CZC), the social welfare may be lower since less economical BEOs of a bidding zone shall be accepted
in order to cover the desired needs.
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The AOF is based on implicit auctions [37], meaning that CZC is allocated at the same time as
BEOs are activated and thus the attained MCPs reflect both the congestion cost and the energy cost.
Contrary to the explicit auctioning method, this capacity allocation method eliminates the cross-border
trade inefficiencies and leads to maximization of the social welfare [38]. In addition, in the implicit
auction method, energy always flows from a low-price bidding zone to a high-price bidding zone
resulting in a price convergence between the two bidding zones (when adequate CZC is available).
A last advantage of the implicit auctions is the fact that it enables bilateral cross-border trading and
netting of counterflows [39]. For the purposes of the test case presented in Section 5, no bilaterals
and counterflow bilaterals are taken into consideration. However, as analytically described in the
same Section, a netting of the TSOs’ imbalances is inherently implemented in the model [40]. At this
point, it is worth referring that the implicit capacity allocation method is currently applied in several
initiatives across European power markets. The most remarkable ones are: (a) the Multi Regional
Coupling (MRC) project [41] which concerns the pan-European Single Day-Ahead Coupling; (b) the 4M
Market Coupling Project (Interim Coupling Project) [42] which targets to connect the borders of Czech
Republic, Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia; and (c) the Cross-Border Intraday (XBID) Project [43],
which constitutes the reference project for the creation of a single cross-zonal intraday market in Europe.

The results of AOF comprise the BEOs to be activated, the satisfied imbalance needs, the cross-
border exchanges, and the used CZCs (process 4 in Figure 1), based on which TSOs issue dispatch
instructions to the BSPs (Bidding Zone A) or directly to the BSEs (Bidding Zones B and C) in their
control area (process 5 in Figure 1).

3. LIBRA Platform Orders Types

As described in [17], LIBRA platform can proceed a variety of orders types submitted by the BSPs
and the respective TSOs. These formats apply both for upward and downward BEOs. In this Section,
a graphical representation of the provisioned formats is provided along with a conceptual description
of the core clearing conditions of each format.

Figure 4 below presents the following order types:
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• Fully Divisible Order: It is an order submitted with a single quantity and a single price for a
specific RTU. It has no minimum acceptance ratio, meaning that the quantity to be cleared by the
AOF can range from zero to the offered quantity QFD

t (see grey striped area in Figure 4a).
• Divisible Order: It is an order submitted with a single quantity and a single price for a specific

RTU. It has a minimum acceptance ratio, meaning that the quantity to be cleared can range from a
minimum quantity QD

t ×MARD
t to the offered quantity QD

t (see grey striped area in Figure 4b).
• Indivisible Order: It is an order submitted with a single quantity and a single price for a specific

RTU. Its minimum acceptance ratio is equal to one, meaning that the quantity to be cleared shall
be identical with the offered quantity QI

t (see grey area in Figure 4c).
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Another set of order types is the following:

• Linked in Time Fully Divisible Orders: Discrete fully divisible orders with a single quantity and
a single price which correspond to different RTUs. They have no minimum acceptance ratio.
However, the attained acceptance ratios of these discrete orders shall be equal. For example, in
Figure 5, four discrete fully divisible orders are presented for which the same acceptance ratio
apply (see blue area).

• Linked in Time Divisible Orders: They are discrete divisible orders with a single quantity and a
single price which correspond to different RTUs. They have a minimum acceptance ratio. Again,
the attained acceptance ratio of these discrete orders shall be equal and greater than the minimum
acceptance ratio.

• Linked in Time Indivisible Orders: They are discrete indivisible orders with a single quantity and
a single price which correspond to different RTUs. Their minimum acceptance ratio is equal to
one. The additional constraint is that the acceptance ratios of these discrete orders shall be equal.
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For illustration purposes, a linked in time fully divisible order is presented in Figure 5 below.
The next set of order types comprises the following:

• Exclusive in Volume Fully Divisible Orders: Discrete fully divisible orders belonging to the same
group, with a single quantity and a single price which correspond to the same RTU, without a
minimum acceptance ratio. The additional constraint is that only one of these orders can be cleared
by the AOF. For example, Figure 6 presents three discrete fully divisible orders (Figure 6a–c)
corresponding to a specific RTU, where only one of them can be cleared.

• Exclusive in Volume Divisible Orders: Discrete divisible orders belonging to the same group,
with a single quantity and a single price which correspond to the same RTU, with a minimum
acceptance ratio. Again, only one of these orders can be cleared by the AOF.

• Exclusive in Volume Indivisible Orders: Discrete indivisible orders belonging to the same group,
with a single quantity and a single price which correspond to the same RTU, with a minimum
acceptance ratio equal to one. Only one of these orders can be cleared by the AOF.
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The next set of order types comprises the following:

• Exclusive in Volume Linked in Time Fully Divisible Orders: Discrete fully divisible orders
belonging to the same group, with a single quantity and a single price which correspond to the
same RTU, without a minimum acceptance ratio. The additional constraint is that only one of
these orders can be cleared by the AOF and the acceptance ratios of the cleared orders shall be
equal. For example, Figure 7 presents two linked in time fully divisible orders (Figure 7a,b)
belonging to the same group; only one of these two orders shall be cleared (see blue colored area
in Figure 7a) and for the cleared order the same acceptance ratio shall apply for all RTUs.

• Exclusive in Volume Linked in Time Divisible Orders: Discrete divisible orders belonging to the
same group, with a single quantity and a single price which correspond to the same RTU, with
a minimum acceptance ratio. Again, only one of these orders can be cleared by the AOF; the
acceptance ratio of the cleared orders shall be equal or greater than the minimum acceptance ratio.

• Exclusive in Volume Linked in Time Indivisible Orders: Discrete indivisible orders belonging
to the same group, with a single quantity and a single price which correspond to the same RTU,
with a minimum acceptance ratio equal to one. Only one of these orders can be cleared by the
AOF; the acceptance ratios of the cleared orders shall be equal.

Another set of order types comprises the following:

• Exclusive in Time Fully Divisible Orders: Discrete fully divisible orders with a single quantity and
a single price which correspond to different RTUs, without a minimum acceptance ratio. Only one
of these orders can be cleared by the AOF. For example, in Figure 8, four discrete fully divisible
orders are presented, where only one them can be cleared.
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• Exclusive in Time Divisible Orders: Discrete divisible orders with a single quantity and a single
price which correspond to different RTUs, with a minimum acceptance ratio. Only one of these
orders can be cleared by the AOF.

• Exclusive in Time Indivisible Orders: Discrete indivisible orders with a single quantity and a
single price which correspond to different RTUs, with a minimum acceptance ratio equal to one.
Again, only one of these orders can be cleared by the AOF.Energies 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 38 
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The last set of order types is as follows:

• Multi-part Fully Divisible Order: Order submitted with variable quantities and variable prices for
one or more RTUs, without a minimum acceptance ratio. An example is provided in Figure 9.

• Multi-part Divisible Order: Order with variable quantities and variable prices for one or more
RTUs, with a minimum acceptance ratio.

• Multi-part Indivisible Order: Order submitted with variable quantities and variable prices for one
or more RTUs, with a minimum acceptance ratio equal to one.
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4. Activation Optimization Function Mathematical Formulation

4.1. Problem Formulation

This Section provides the mathematical formulation that attains the goals and the required
functionality of the AOF of LIBRA platform, considering the specific features of the tradable order
types (described in Section 3) and the targets of the respective TSOs.

4.1.1. Objective Function

In principle, the conventional functionality of the AOF is the maximization of the overall social
welfare, by clearing the buying curve (demand) against the selling curve (supply). It is noted that the
positive imbalance needs (upward TSO needs/system shortage) and the downward BEOs represent the
buying curve, whereas the negative imbalance needs (downward TSO needs/system surplus) and the
upward BEOs represent the selling curve.

As described in Section 3, the submitted BEOs may have different delivery periods and formats.
The decision about which BEOs will be activated is based upon which BEOs maximize the overall
social welfare within the scheduling period. The latter is equal to one hour and comprises four (4)
individual 15 min dispatch periods; the AOF does not maximize the welfare of each dispatch period
separately but seeks to maximize the welfare of the whole scheduling period (hour).

The objective function maximizes the total welfare (TW) comprising the welfare of the upward
and downward BEOs and the upward and downward TSO needs. Parameter D is set equal to 0.25
(quarter RTU).

MaxTW = D ·
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4.1.2. Order Clearing Constraints

Constraints (2)–(42) model the clearing rules of all tradable order types provisioned in LIBRA
platform [17]. In particular, Constraints (2)–(4) define the maximum acceptance ratio of each format of
order, respectively (fully divisible, divisible and indivisible). Constraint (5) enforces the minimum
acceptance ratio which is applied only in the case of divisible orders.

xfd
dr,t ≤ 1 ∀ fd ∈ FD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (2)

xd
dr,t ≤ ud

dr,t ∀d ∈ D, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (3)

xi
dr,t = ui

dr,t ∀i ∈ I, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (4)

xd
dr,t ≥MARd

dr,t · ud
dr,t ∀d ∈ D, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (5)

Constraints (6)–(12) represent the clearing rules for the linked orders in time. These orders can
be either fully divisible or divisible or indivisible (Constraints (6)–(9) resemble Constraints (2)–(5))
and they shall refer to different RTUs. Constraints (10)–(12) are used in order to achieve the same
acceptance ratio for orders which are linked in time.

xlfd
dr,t ≤ 1 ∀ lfd ∈ LFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (6)

xld
dr,t ≤ uld

dr,t ∀ld ∈ LD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (7)

xli
dr,t = uli

dr,t ∀li ∈ LI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (8)

xld
dr,t ≥MARld

dr,t · uld
dr,t ∀ld ∈ LD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (9)

xlfd
dr,t+1 = xlfd

dr,t ∀lfd ∈ LFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (10)

xld
dr,t+1 = xld

dr,t ∀ld ∈ LD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (11)

uli
dr,t+1 = uli

dr,t ∀li ∈ LI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (12)

Constraints (13)–(20) enforce the respective clearing conditions of the exclusive orders in volume.
These orders can, again, be fully divisible, divisible, or indivisible. Constraints (18)–(20) satisfy the
condition that only one (or none) of the exclusive orders can be accepted by the AOF. That is to say,
the acceptance of an order belonging to a group of exclusive orders results in the rejection of the other
orders belonging to the same group.

xevfd
dr,t ≤ oevfd

dr ∀evfd ∈ EVFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (13)

xevd
dr,t ≤ oevd

dr ∀evd ∈ EVD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (14)

xevi
dr,t = uevi

dr,t ∀evi ∈ EVI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (15)

uevi
dr,t ≤ oevi

dr ∀evi ∈ EVI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (16)

xevd
dr,t ≥MARevd

dr,t · oevd
dr ∀evd ∈ EVD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (17)∑

evfd ∈ EVFD g

oevfd
dr ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (18)

∑
evd ∈ EVD g

oevd
dr ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (19)

∑
evi ∈ EVI g

oevi
dr ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (20)
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Constraints (21)–(31) cover the clearing conditions of the exclusive orders in volume which are
simultaneously linked in time. Obviously, these constraints constitute a straightforward implementation
of the above-defined constraints.

xevlfd
dr,t ≤ oevlfd

dr ∀evlfd ∈ EVLFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (21)

xevld
dr,t ≤ oevld

dr ∀evld ∈ EVLD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (22)

xevli
dr,t = uevli

dr ∀evli ∈ EVLI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (23)

uevli
dr,t ≤ oevli

dr ∀evli ∈ EVLI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (24)

xevld
dr,t ≥MARevld

dr,t · oevld
dr ∀evld ∈ EVLD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (25)

xevlfd
dr,t+1 = xevlfd

dr,t ∀evlfd ∈ EVLFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (26)

xevld
dr,t+1 = xevld

dr,t ∀evld ∈ EVLD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (27)

uevli
dr,t+1 = uevli

dr,t ∀evli ∈ EVLI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (28)∑
evlfd ∈ EVLFD g

oevlfd
dr ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (29)

∑
evld ∈ EVLD g

oevld
dr ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (30)

∑
evli∈ EVLI g

oevli
dr ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (31)

Constraints (32)–(38) constitute the clearing conditions of the exclusive orders in time.
These formats of orders can be either fully divisible, divisible, or indivisible but cannot be simultaneously
exclusive in volume or linked in time. In similar way to Constraints (18)–(20), Constraints (36)–(38)
satisfy the condition where only one (or none) of the exclusive orders can be accepted by the AOF.
That is to say, the acceptance of an order belonging to a group of exclusive orders g results in the
rejection of the other orders belonging to the same group.

xetfd
dr,t ≤ oetfd

dr,t ∀etfd ∈ ETFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (32)

xetd
dr,t ≤ oetd

dr,t ∀etd ∈ ETD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (33)

xeti
dr,t = oeti

dr,t ∀eti ∈ ETI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (34)

xetd
dr,t ≥MARetd

dr,t · oetd
dr,t ∀etd ∈ ETD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T (35)∑

t∈ T

∑
etfd ∈ ETFD g

oetfd
dr,t ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (36)

∑
t∈ T

∑
etd ∈ ETD g

oetd
dr,t ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (37)

∑
t∈ T

∑
eti ∈ ETI g

oeti
dr,t ≤ 1 ∀g ∈ G, dr ∈ DR (38)

Finally, (39)–(43) model the clearing conditions of the multi-part orders. These orders can be fully
divisible, divisible or indivisible, but cannot be exclusive in volume or in time, or linked in time. It is
noted that in our case, only multi-part fully divisible orders are being submitted by the BSPs of the
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central dispatch markets, comprising only one step (k = 1), as provisioned in the regulatory framework
of Italy and Greece at the moment.

xmpfd
dr,t,k ≤ 1 ∀mpfd ∈MPFD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T, k ∈ K (39)

xmpd
dr,t,k ≤ α

mpd
dr,t,k ∀mpd ∈MPD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T, k ∈ K (40)

xmpi
dr,t,k = α

mpi
dr,t,k ∀mpi ∈MPI, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T, k ∈ K (41)

xmpd
dr,t,k ≥MARmpd

dr,t,k · α
mpd
dr,t,k ∀mpd ∈MPD, dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T, k ∈ K (42)

qorBSE
dr,t,k ≤ QorBSE

dr,t,k · α
orBSE
dr,t,k ∀dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T, k ∈ K, orBSE ∈ ORBSE (43)

4.1.3. Power Balance Constraints

Constraint (44) is the power balance constraint of bidding zone bz in a given RTU t, for a
self-dispatch market setup. In fact, the net position of the bidding zone (left-hand side of constraint (44)
equals the commercial exchanges between this bidding zone and all neighboring bidding zones (with
AC and DC interconnections), taking into consideration the possible losses. Similarly, (45) provides the
power balance constraint of bidding zone bz in RTU t, for a central-dispatch market setup. The core
difference between the two constraints is that the orders in central-dispatch systems are submitted per
BSE and not on a portfolio basis.

∑
orTSO∈ ORup,bz

TSO

[(
norTSO

up,t ·Q
orTSO
up,t

)
+ tol_bandorTSO

up,t

]
+

∑
orBSP∈ ORdn,bz

BSP

xorBSP
dn,t ·Q

orBSP
dn,t −∑

orTSO∈ ORdn,bz
TSO

[(
norTSO

dn,t ·Q
orTSO
dn,t

)
+ tol_bandorTSO

dn,t

]
−

∑
orBSP∈ ORup,bz

BSP

xorBSP
up,t ·Q

orBSP
up,t =

−
∑

l∈ Lac

zbz
l · e

l
t −

∑
l∈ Ldc

[
ϕbz

l ·
(
f+l,t −

(
1− λl

)
· f−l,t

)]
+

∑
l∈ Ldc

[
ψbz

l ·
((

1− λl

)
· f+l,t − f−l,t

)]
∀bz ∈ BZsd, t ∈ T

(44)

Imbbz
t −

∑
orBSE∈ ORup,bz

BSE

∑
k∈ K

(
qorBSE

up,t,k

)
+

∑
orBSE∈ ORdn,bz

BSE

∑
k∈ K

(
qorBSE

dn,t,k

)
−

∑
orBSE∈ ORup,bz

BSE

(
MorBSE

up,t

)
+

∑
orBSE∈ ORdn,bz

BSE

(
MorBSE

dn,t

)
=

−
∑

l∈ Lac

zbz
l · e

l
t −

∑
l∈ Ldc

[
ϕbz

l ·
(
f+l,t −

(
1− λl

)
· f−l,t

)]
+

∑
l∈ Ldc

[
ψbz

l ·
((

1− λl

)
· f+l,t − f−l,t

)]
∀bz ∈ BZcd, t ∈ T

(45)

4.1.4. Cross Zonal Capacity Constraints

Constraints (46) and (47) model the capacity limits of the transmission lines in both directions. It is
worth noting that these limits correspond to the maximum feasible capacity made available after the
clearing of the day-ahead and intra-day markets. In addition, we assume that this capacity is implicitly
allocated to the participating BSPs.

CZC−l,t ≤ el
t ≤ CZC+

l,t ∀ l ∈ Lac, t ∈ T (46)

CZC−l,t ≤ f+l,t − f−l,t ≤ CZC+
l,t ∀ l ∈ Ldc, t ∈ T (47)

4.1.5. Tolerance Band Constraints

Constraint (48) refer to the tolerance band, namely a parameter of the BE need submitted by a
TSO that reflects the willingness of the TSO to satisfy a higher absolute volume of the BE need than
requested (i.e., than the submitted need), if this optimizes need coverage.

tol_bandorTSO
dr,t ≤ TOL_BANDorTSO

dr,t ∀dr ∈ DR, t ∈ T, orTSO ∈ ORTSO (48)
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4.1.6. Interconnection Controllability Constraints

Constraint (49) refer to the interconnection controllability that TSOs may require in borders with
DC interconnections. In this case, the respective TSOs submit the desired flow for a specific DC
interconnection and direction, which shall be respected by the clearing solution regardless of the
related cost. It is pointed out that this constraint applies only for the DC interconnections for which the
respective TSOs have submitted a desired flow.

IC−l,t = f+l,t − f−l,t = IC+
l,t ∀ l ∈ Ldc, t ∈ T (49)

4.1.7. Ramping Constraints in Clearing Process

One important difference/addition proposed in this paper, compared to the official algorithm,
is the inclusion of the ramping constraints in the clearing process. In accordance with [36], the only
way to fully avoid intra-hourly ramp violations for BSEs located in a central dispatch bidding zone is
to directly include respective time-coupling/ramping constraints in the clearing process itself, where
the exact activated quantities per RTU are ultimately computed. In this context, constraint (50) is
incorporated in the clearing model. It is noted that quantities A and B (in constraints (51) and (52),
respectively) must be directly calculated by the respective TSOs of central-dispatch bidding zones and
forwarded to the LIBRA platform.

BorBSE
t ≤

( ∑
k∈ K

(
qorBSE

up,t,k

)
−

∑
k∈ K

(
qorBSE

dn,t,k

))
−

( ∑
k∈ K

(
qorBSE

up,t−1,k

)
−

∑
k∈ K

(
qorBSE

dn,t−1,k

))
≤ AorBSE

t ∀ orBSE ∈ ORBSE, t ∈ T (50)

AorBSE
t = 15 ·RUorBSE + MSorBSE

t−1 −MSorBSE
t + MorBSE

up,t−1
−MorBSE

up,t −MorBSE
dn,t−1 + MorBSE

dn,t ∀ orBSE ∈ ORBSE, t ∈ T
(51)

BorBSE
t = −15 ·RDorBSE + MSorBSE

t−1 −MSorBSE
t + MorBSE

up,t−1
−MorBSE

up,t −MorBSE
dn,t−1 + MorBSE

dn,t ∀ orBSE ∈ ORBSE, t ∈ T
(52)

Based on the above modeling framework, due to the presence of both continuous and binary
variables, the AOF problem is formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model and
can be solved using commercial MILP solvers.

4.2. Solution Methodology

In order to simulate the AOF execution, the following steps are executed for each hour (containing
four 15 min dispatch intervals) of the dispatch day:

• Step 1: Execution of conversion process for the central-dispatch bidding zones, based on the
process presented in [36]. The converted BEOs are inserted in the subsequent AOF clearing
process in step 2.

• Step 2: Execution of AOF clearing process jointly for self-dispatch and central-dispatch bidding
zones and acquiring of the clearing results.

• Step 3: Check for PAOs: A check is performed for the presence of PAOs (namely cleared orders
with negative welfare [17]). In case there are PAOs, these are removed from the order book and
Step 2 is executed again with the remaining orders. Otherwise, when no more PAOs are found,
the process terminates.

5. Test Case and Results

5.1. Case Description

The presented model is evaluated using a test case representing the six countries that actively
participate in the TERRE project (Portugal, Spain, France, Great Britain, Switzerland, Italy), as well as
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Greece (currently designated as observer in the TERRE project), as shown in Figure 10. The countries in
grey color are considered enforcing the self-dispatch rules (self-dispatch is based on self-nominations
namely BSPs nominate the schedules per BSE and, hence, no ISP shall be executed by the respective
TSOs), whereas the countries in blue color are considered to apply the central-dispatch market
provisions (including the pre-process referred in step 1 of Section 4 for the conversion of BEOs of
BSPs and the submission of BEOs per entity). The considered TSO needs (inelastic, sum of elastic
and inelastic) are depicted in Figures 11–16 with blue and orange lines, respectively. Elastic TSO
needs are submitted only for self-dispatch markets; the considered prices for elastic TSO needs range
between 30–120 €/MWh. The tolerance band is taken equal to 50 MW in both directions (upward
in case of positive imbalance, and downward in case of negative imbalance) and applies only for
self-dispatch markets. The technical and operational data of the BSEs (in our case only generating
units are included) in central dispatch markets (Greece, Italy) have been taken from the ENTSO-E
Transparency Platform [44]. The BEOs of these BSEs have been based on their variable cost, namely the
upward BEOs have been considered at a higher level than the BSE’s variable cost, and the downward
BEOs at a lower level than this variable cost. The range of upward and downward BEOs is presented
in Table 1. For demonstration purposes, the BEOs considered for self-dispatch markets have been
artificially created; the range of such BEOs is also presented in Table 1. The CZC between the involved
countries remaining after the day-ahead and intra-day market clearing has been calculated as the
difference between the total interconnection capacity taken from ENTSO-E’s Mid-term Adequacy
Forecast (MAF) 2019 [45] and the day-ahead scheduled commercial exchanges taken from the ENTSO-E
Transparency Platform [44] corresponding to a day in July 2019. In this test case, it is assumed that
no DC interconnection controllability is enforced by the TSOs. The complete dataset has been made
publicly available by the authors [46], for the efficient reproduction of the herein demonstrated results.
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Table 1. Unit capacity in central dispatch markets and Balancing Energy Orders (BEOs) price range in
all markets.

Market BSE Category Num Capacity (MW) Upward RR
BEO (€/MWh)

Downward RR
BEO (€/MWh)

Greece

Lignite 14 3912 57–77 0–7.5

CCGT 10 4239 90–110 20–34

OCGT 3 147 120 50

Hydro 18 3110 125–141 55–71

Italy

Coal 17 7056 50–53 10–13

CCGT 72 37,094 77–78.5 37–38.5

OCGT 1 248 97 57

Oil 3 1210 128–130 88–90

Hydro 1 3 21,970 150–152 110–112

Portugal 70–110 15–30

Spain 70–110 15–30

France 70–110 15–30

Great Britain 70–110 15–30

Switzerland 70–110 12–33
1 It is noted that hydro BSEs in Italy are taken into consideration on an aggregated basis with respect to their
production types (run-of-river and poundage, water reservoir and pump storage).

As noted in Section 3, initially, the conversion process for the BEOs of central dispatch markets
(Greece, Italy) is performed. The conversion process commences from the results of the ISP solution
(modeled as presented in [35]), which comprise the commitment decisions and the reserve awards of
all BSEs. These results feed the RR Quantity Maximization model presented by the authors in [36],
in order to define (a) the maximum quantity of BEOs to be considered in the TERRE clearing, (b) the
BE quantities of mandatory activation (related to respecting the technical and operating constraints
of BSEs), and ultimately (c) the BEO quantities/prices (order steps) to be incorporated in the AOF
clearing [36]. These BEO steps are regarded as multi-part fully divisible offers in the AOF clearing
process. It is noted that the authors in [36] apply the conversion process in an isolated market area
(Greece). In this paper, such process is implemented for the first time in more than one electricity
market (Greece, Italy), verifying the scalability of the proposed conversion methodology.

5.2. Test Results

5.2.1. Regional Results of Activation Optimization Function

The AOF clearing results fully respect the constraints described in constraints (1)–(52). On an
aggregated basis, the clearing results for the seven involved markets are presented in Table 2 and in
Figures 11–17. The most important remarks are as follows:

(a) The imbalance netting effect, when there is sufficient CZC in the interconnections eliminates the
need to fully cover all imbalances in all countries. Table 2 provides the sum of absolute upward
and downward cleared TSO needs in each market, along with the absolute value of the net
(upward minus downward) BE activations from local BSPs in each market. In order to eliminate
the counter-activations that may occur due to the non-intuitive situation of upward BEOs being
offered with a lower price than respective downward BEOs, we consider only the net BE cleared
quantities of BSPs in each market. As shown, the cleared BE quantities are just a small portion of
the cleared TSO needs in both directions, which signals the high economic efficiency attained by
the imbalance netting (i.e., netting of TSO needs of opposite sign) resulted from the cross-border
RR BE procurement process.
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(b) The activated BE from local or neighboring BSPs/BSEs covers the inelastic TSO need plus a portion
(0–100%) of the elastic TSO need. The red bold line in Figures 11–16 expresses the total cleared
TSO need which always lies between the orange (inelastic TSO need) and blue (inelastic plus
elastic TSO need) lines. The clearing status between these two lines depends on the order price of
the elastic TSO needs and the respective BEO prices of BSPs.

(c) The TSOs’ needs are covered by both local resources (orange bars) or by resources in neighboring
countries (imports shown with blue bars), considering the available CZC of the interconnections.
For example, in Portugal at the after-midnight (2–10) and night (19–21) h, the TSO needs are
mainly covered by local resources, whereas at hours 11–18, these are mainly covered by imported
BE from Spain.

(d) In some cases, the local TSO needs may be quite small (e.g., in Switzerland), but the local resources
are called to provide large amounts of upward BE to cover the needs of neighboring TSOs through
respective exports (green bars in Figure 14).

(e) In general, there are several cases where BSPs/BSEs are awarded upward BE (i.e., they are called to
increase their production) to accommodate exports (e.g., in Switzerland and Greece), or inversely
they are awarded downward BE (they are called to decrease their production) to accommodate
imports (e.g., Italy).

(f) The simultaneous cross-zonal BE procurement in regional basis levels the TSO needs’ spikes
that may occur in a single market, by providing “support” from neighboring countries through
respective imports/exports (depending on the sign of the TSO needs). This is evident, e.g., in
France, where a large positive TSO need spike occurs at hours 4–7, which is mostly covered by
imports from Switzerland and Spain. Actually, the TSO need is mostly “shaved” in a relatively
low quantity (about 300 MW), and the local resources cover only the “shaved” TSO need.

(g) In the central-dispatch markets (Greece, Italy) there are no elastic TSO needs; hence, the Figures 15
and 16 are simpler, containing only the cleared TSO need (which coincides with the inelastic TSO
need), the local cleared BEOs and the imports/exports to neighboring markets. It should be noted
that the mandatorily activated BEOs of such markets are included in the cleared BE quantities
(orange bars) in both figures.

(h) The orange lines internalize (net) any counter-activations due to the non-intuitive situation of
upward BEOs being offered with a price lower than respective downward BEOs. The counter-
activations provide a higher profit to TSOs, and the opportunity of such activations has been
included in the LIBRA platform [17].

(i) In a cross-zonal BE procurement scheme, it is highly unlikely that the tolerance band shall be used
to ease the clearing process (in the presence of large indivisible blocks, as theoretically expected),
due to the fact that imports/exports act implicitly as slack variables for a bidding zone’s imbalance
needs, providing the necessary upward/downward flexibility to meet exactly the TSO’s needs
without the activation of the tolerance band. The more interconnected a power system is (e.g., in
central Europe with a meshed network), the easier it is to resolve the system’s imbalance needs
using local or cross-border resources.

In order to highlight a case when the tolerance band is activated, the combination of the following
data adjustments in the Portuguese market has been performed:

i. the CZC with the neighboring country (Spain) has been zeroized in both directions for all RTUs;
ii. the upward BEO quantity of an indivisible order has been set to a level (i.e., 375 MW) higher

than the TSO needs for the 1st hour of the day, and the respective order price was reduced to a
negative number (i.e., −2 €/MWh); and

iii. all downward BEO prices have been decreased to levels below the order price referred in action
(ii) above (i.e., lower than −2 €/MWh).

The combined effect of such actions led to the activation of the tolerance band in the first four RTUs
of the day in Portugal (see Figure 17), where the acceptance of the large indivisible block of upward
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BE is more economically efficient than the activation of other smaller in quantity divisible/indivisible
upward BEOs.

Table 2. Effect of imbalance netting in the cleared Balancing Energy (BE) quantities of Balancing Service
Providers (BSPs).

Market A. Sum of Absolute Upward and
Downward TSO Needs [MWh]

B. Absolute Value of the Net BE
Activations from Local BSPs [MWh] C = B/A [%]

PT 7013 2835 40.43%

ES 15,224 3106 20.40%

FR 19,321 2753 14.25%

GB 25,540 1971 7.72%

CH 31,839 750 2.35%

IT 2594 7250 279.55%

GR 3723 5139 138.03%

TOTAL 105,252 23,804 22.62%

It should be noted that the available capacity of interconnections is usually covered in the prevailing
direction by the long-term trades, as well as by the implicit day-ahead and intra-day sales/purchases
in day-ahead and intra-day markets, respectively. However, this does not mean that there is no left
CZC in the interconnections for cross-zonal BE exchanges. Actually, the non-prevailing direction is
completely unutilized and thus can be used to cover neighboring regions’ imbalance needs in the
appropriate direction. This is highlighted in Figure 18, where the CZC limits in both directions are
illustrated in dashed black (maximum) and red (minimum) lines. In Figure 18, it is clearly shown that
when there is enough CZC (e.g., at hours 10–12), the BE MCPs of the neighboring markets (which are
defined as the shadow prices of the imbalance needs constraints) converge, whereas in cases of capacity
shortage (e.g., at hours 19–20), the BE MCPs diverge.
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Figure 19 illustrates another interesting case: in DC interconnections between France and Great
Britain, even though the CZC is not constrained by the respective limits for many RTUs during the day,
the BE MCPs do not fully converge, due to the DC interconnection line losses; specifically, when the
exchange is positive (e.g., from France to Great Britain) the BE MCPs of France are lower than those
of Great Britain. On the contrary, when the exchange is negative (e.g., from Great Britain to France),
the BE MCPs are lower in Great Britain. In all cases, the cross-border procurement of RR BE:

(a) leads to the full or partial convergence of MCPs. As illustrated in Figure 20, in the coupled
mode, a price convergence (identical average MCPs) is observed between Portugal and Spain
and between France, Great Britain, and Switzerland. On the other hand, in the de-coupled mode,
such market areas attain different average MCPs for the reference day;

(b) is beneficial from the TSO market perspective and thus for end-consumers, since it leads to higher
overall social welfare. In our case, when a regional coupling is applied, the welfare amounts to
924,472.58 € while in an isolated mode (zero CZCs between bidding zones) the respective welfare
equals to 523,671.87 €.
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The above-mentioned findings verify the general argument that the harmonization of wholesale
electricity markets across Europe would increase prices for some bidding zones and decrease prices for
others. However, the ability to access the cheapest resources leads to increased social welfare.

5.2.2. Order Clearing Results

As far as the clearing status of submitted BEOs is concerned, in Figures 21 and 22, we elaborate
on two characteristic examples based on two different case studies. In the first, we consider a BSP in
Portugal which submits three upward fully divisible orders for each RTU which are also exclusive in
volume (i.e., they belong in the same group for each RTU). The first fully divisible order has a quantity
of 200 MW per RTU (blue dotted line in Figure 21) and a price of 40 €/MWh; the second has a quantity
of 350 MW per RTU (orange dotted line in Figure 21) and a price of 45 €/MWh; and the third has a
quantity of 450 MW per RTU (yellow dotted line in Figure 21) and a price of 50 €/MWh. As shown
in Figure 21, either the first or the second fully divisible order is exclusively accepted in each RTU
among RTUs 41–76, to cover the TSO shortage. This is because these orders are more economic than
the third fully divisible order. However, the latter order is exclusively accepted by the AOF during
RTUs 77–92, when the needs for the Portuguese TSO are higher (higher black dotted line). It is worth
noting that during such RTUs, the cleared quantity of the third fully divisible order is higher than the
TSO need, meaning that energy is exported from Portugal to Spain. As shown, for all RTUs, only
one of the three fully divisible orders is being accepted, thereby respecting the constraint imposed on
exclusive in volume orders.

In the second test case, we consider again a BSP in Portugal which submits an upward linked in
time divisible order for the first four RTUs (first hour of the scheduling period). This order has a quantity
of 80 MW (blue columns in Figure 22) and a price of 40 €/MWh for each RTU. In addition, a minimum
quantity is submitted per RTU as a minimum acceptance ratio (orange columns in Figure 22). As shown,
during the first three RTUs, the Portuguese TSO has downward needs (system long), but the cleared
quantity of the submitted upward order is non-zero. In fact, the acceptance ratio during such RTUs
is affected by the acceptance ratio in the fourth RTU. Notably, during the fourth RTU, the TSO has
upward needs, and thus, the order is accepted by the AOF to cover such needs. Consequently, due to
the respective constraint imposed in linked in time orders, the acceptance ratio for all RTUs is the same
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and equal to 0.8. Such constrains help BSPs to schedule effectively their resources (i.e., respect the
internal technical limitations of their BSEs), apparently to the detriment of the overall social welfare.
Their scope is similar to resource operational limitations, such as ramping constraints, considered
explicitly in the optimization algorithm of central-dispatch systems.Energies 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 31 of 38 
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5.3. Computational Issues

The presented optimization model was solved on a desktop PC equipped with an i7/8-Core/4.0 GHz
CPU processor and 16 GB of RAM, using the GAMS modeling software [47] and the CPLEX 12.9 solver
(25.1.1, GAMS Development Corporation, Fairfax, VA, USA) with zero MIP optimality gap tolerance.
Each hourly problem comprises 25,255 constraints with 6839 binary variables, 10,542 continuous
variables, and 48,025 non-zero elements. The overall computational time for 24 consecutive hourly
executions (practically 67 problem solutions considering the PAOs handling process and model
re-executions for the elimination of PAOs) is equal to 70 s.
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6. Conclusions

The modeling framework for the solution of the regional RR BE auctions (TERRE Activation
Optimization Function) has been presented in this paper. Such framework is completely consistent
with the provisions of the implementation framework [33] submitted by all TSOs participating in
the TERRE project and approved by the respective NRAs. The novelty of this work compared to the
existing literature lies mainly on the following contributions:

(a) the inclusion of all order types of BEOs and the analytical mathematical representation of their
clearing conditions;

(b) the combination of self-dispatch and central dispatch market setups; for the latter, a pre-process
is implemented before the clearing process for the conversion of BEOs to standard products
(i.e., multi-part fully divisible orders) as required by EBGL;

(c) the consideration of both elastic and inelastic orders submitted by the participating TSOs to cover
their needs;

(d) the inclusion of the tolerance band concept in the model constraints; and
(e) the inclusion of ramping constraints for the central dispatch bidding zones in the overall regional

clearing model for technical feasibility purposes.

The presented model has been tested on a case study including seven countries (Portugal, Spain,
France, Great Britain, Switzerland, Italy, and Greece), in order to evaluate its performance on a
large-scale real-world system. The results indicate that the model and the overall algorithm exhibit
good escalation capabilities.

The attained results show that the cross-border RR BE procurement induces clearing prices
convergence, which is attributed to the fact that more economical resources belonging to a bidding
zone are instructed to cover needs from neighboring bidding zones. Additionally, the attained results
indicate the significant effect of imbalance netting on the cleared BE quantities of BSPs in all markets
with respect to the absolute TSO imbalance needs, which leads to a remarkable reduction in the costs
incurred by the TSOs for real-time balancing purposes. This results in explicit savings for the Balance
Responsible Parties (BRPs) paying the costs of balancing services provided to the TSOs and thus
implicitly to the end-consumers through their energy tariffs.

The herein presented formulation can be deemed useful for the market stakeholders, in order
for TSOs to operate it as a stand-alone application for analysis and benchmarking purposes and
for Balancing Service Providers to simulate the AOF model and practice over multiple scenarios to
maximize their gross profit from the provision of RR balancing energy.
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version of the manuscript.
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Abbreviations

aFRR automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve
AOF Activation Optimization Function
BE Balancing Energy
BEO Balancing Energy Order
BSE Balance Service Entity
BSP Balance Service Provider
CCGT Combined Cycle Gas Turbine
CMOL Common Merit Order List
CZC Cross Zonal Capacity
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FCR Frequency Containment Reserve
mFRR manual Frequency Restoration Reserve
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming
OCGT Open Cycle Gas Turbine
RR Replacement Reserve
RTU Real-Time Unit
TSO Transmission System Operator

Nomenclature

Sets and Indices

t ∈ T Real Time Units (RTUs) of RR Clearing horizon; T = {1, 2, 3, 4}

bse ∈ BSE Balancing service entities participating in the balancing market

or ∈ OR
Set of orders submitted by BSPs, where
OR = FD ∪ D∪ I∪ LFD∪ LD∪ LI∪ EVFD∪ EVD∪ EVI∪
∪EVLFD∪ EVLD∪ EVLI∪ ETFD∪ ETD∪ ETI∪MPFD∪MPD∪MPI

orTSO ∈ ORTSO
All inelastic/elastic orders submitted by TSOs to cover their needs where
ORup

TSO ∪ORdn
TSO = ORTSO ⊆ OR are the subsets of upward and downward TSO orders

orBSP ∈ ORBSP
All orders submitted by the BSPs of the self-dispatch systems, where
ORup

BSP ∪ORdn
BSP = ORBSP ⊆ OR are the subsets of upward and downward orders

orBSE ∈ ORBSE

All multi-part orders submitted by BSPs of the central-dispatch markets per BSE, where
ORup

BSE ∪ORdn
BSE = ORBSE ⊆ OR are the subsets of upward and downward

multi-part orders

bz ∈ BZ
Bidding Zones, where BZsd ∪ BZcd = BZ are the subsets of the bidding zones applying the
self-dispatch model and the central-dispatch model respectively

dr ∈ DR
Direction of the balancing energy orders submitted by the TSO and the BSPs (upward
or downward)

k ∈ K
Steps of the multi-part balancing energy orders submitted by the TSO and the BSPs
(upward or downward) of central-dispatch systems

l ∈ L Interconnections lines, where Lac ∪ Ldc = L are the subsets of AC and DC interconnections
fd ∈ FD Fully divisible balancing energy orders
d ∈ D Divisible balancing energy orders
i ∈ I Indivisible balancing energy orders
lfd ∈ LFD Linked fully divisible balancing energy orders
ld ∈ LD Linked divisible balancing energy orders
li ∈ LI Linked indivisible balancing energy orders
evfd ∈ EVFD Exclusive in volume fully divisible balancing energy orders
evd ∈ EVD Exclusive in volume divisible balancing energy orders
evi ∈ EVI Exclusive in volume indivisible balancing energy orders
evlfd ∈ EVLFD Exclusive in volume linked fully divisible balancing energy orders
evld ∈ EVLD Exclusive in volume linked divisible balancing energy orders
evli ∈ EVLI Exclusive in volume linked indivisible balancing energy orders
etfd ∈ ETFD Exclusive in time fully divisible balancing energy orders
etd ∈ ETD Exclusive in time divisible balancing energy orders
eti ∈ ETI Exclusive in time indivisible balancing energy orders
mpfd ∈MPFD Multi-part fully divisible balancing energy orders
mpd ∈MPD Multi-part divisible balancing energy orders
mpi ∈MPI Multi-part indivisible balancing energy orders
g ∈ G Exclusive groups either in volume or in time
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Parameters

Por
dr,t

Price of balancing energy order or in direction dr in RTU t (€/MWh)

PorBSE
dr,t,k Price of step k of balancing energy order orBSE in direction dr in RTU t (€/MWh)

Qor
dr,t Quantity of balancing energy order or in direction dr in RTU t (MW)

QorBSE
dr,t,k Quantity of step k of balancing energy order orBSE in direction dr in RTU t (€/MWh)

MARor
dr,t

Minimum Acceptance Ratio of balancing energy order or in direction dr in RTU t (p.u.),
where or ∈ OR = D∪ LD∪ EVD∪ EVLD∪ ETD∪MPD

MARorBSE
dr,t,k

Minimum Acceptance Ratio of step k of balancing energy order orBSE in direction dr in
RTU t (p.u.)

CZC+/−
l,t

Available cross zonal capacity of interconnection l in RTU t (MW) for both directions (+
corresponds to the capacity from bidding zone bz to bidding zone bz’ and − corresponds to
the capacity from bidding zone bz’ to bidding zone bz)

TOL_BANDorTSO
dr,t

Parameter denoting the maximum tolerance band of balancing energy order orTSO in
direction dr in RTU t (MW)

ϕbz
l /ψbz

l
Parameter denoting that DC interconnection l begins/ends from/to bidding zone bz, if
equal to 1; otherwise it is equal to 0

IC+/−
l,t

Desired flow of interconnection l in RTU t (MW) imposed for controllability purposes (+
corresponds to the flow from bidding zone bz to bidding zone bz’ and - corresponds to the
flow from bidding zone bz’ to bidding zone bz)

MSorBSE
t Market schedule of balancing energy order orBSE in RTU t (MW)

RU/RDorBSE Ramp up/down rate of balancing energy order orBSE (MW/min)

MorBSE
dr,t

Manual activation by the TSO (in central dispatch markets) of balancing energy order
orBSE in direction dr in RTU t (MW)

λl Loss factor of DC interconnection l (%)

Variables

xor
dr,t

Acceptance ratio of balancing energy order or submitted by BSPs in direction dr and in
RTU t

norTSO
dr,t

Acceptance ratio of balancing energy order orTSO submitted by the TSO in direction dr and
in RTU t

ui/li/evi/evli/eti
dr,t

Binary variable indicating if indivisible balancing energy order i/li/evi/evli/eti is
activated in direction dr in RTU t

α
orBSE
dr,t,k

Binary variable indicating if step k of balancing energy order orBSE is activated in direction
dr in RTU t

oor
dr

Binary variable indicating if balancing energy order or is activated in direction dr where
or ∈ OR = EVFD∪ EVD∪ EVI∪ EVLFD∪ EVLD∪ EVLI

oor
dr,t

Binary variable indicating if balancing energy order or is activated in direction dr in RTU t
where or ∈ OR = ETFD∪ ETD∪ ETI

el
t Commercial exchange in interconnection l in RTU t (MW)

f+/−
l,t

Positive variables utilized in the power flow variable decomposition schema for DC
interconnection l in RTU t (MW) (+ corresponds to the flow from bidding zone bz to
bidding zone bz’ and - corresponds to the flow from bidding zone bz’ to bidding zone bz)

tol_bandorTSO
dr,t Cleared tolerance band of balancing energy order orTSO in direction dr in RTU t (MW)

qorBSE
dr,t,k Cleared quantity of step k of balancing energy order orBSE in direction dr in RTU t (MW)
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